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Abstract
Since the energy conversion technology that makes use of a new physical property called the spin current was
reported in 2008, conversion efficiencies have been improved significantly, being helped by the discovery of new
materials. This improvement has been backed not only by the accumulation of discoveries of new materials and
mechanisms but more importantly, by efforts aimed at improving the efficiencies of materials development processes by taking a completely new approach. This paper introduces the creation of a new materials development
process that combines an attempt at large-scale data acquisition in the field of materials development and an
informatics approach for analyzing the acquired data by using machine learning. The potential benefits of its utilization are also discussed. In addition, the paper discusses the application domains of the spin-current thermoelectric conversion technology that are currently being put into practical use.
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1. Introduction
There are many cases in which the discovery of a material or device possessing new functionality changes

actual usage case of MI for the development of a material for use in the new technology known as spin-current
thermoelectric conversion. Section 4 introduces the possible applications of this technology.

not only the structures of individual enterprises but also
exerts a very great impact on leading to the reform of
the entire society. Some such examples include the neo-

2. Trends in MI Technology Development

dymium magnet, the high-temperature superconductor

Most R&D in the material science field has targeted

and the blue LED. All of which have achieved significant

physical properties such as the strengths of steel mate-

success due to the extensive committed research, as

rials or the carrier mobility of semiconductors, which are

well as the impact of chance events.

expressed simply and quantitatively. Topics dealing with

However, the environments that surround material

data involving millions of types or quantities have there-

and device development are changing continually. The

by been limited. As a result, there was rarely a need to

need for results has now reached a very high level of

use informatics that surpassed the level of sophistica-

urgency in the fields that are experiencing severe com-

tion of mathematical statistics used traditionally in R&D.

petition. Consequently, attention is drawn to approaches

However, considering that the progress of experimenta-

that can develop materials and devices more efficiently

tion and simulation technologies has led to an increase

by the maximum use of advanced technologies. Partic-

in the types and quantities of data and the use of infor-

ularly, the materials informatics (MI) gathers special at-

matics has achieved success in the bioscience and drug

tention as a new technique for accelerating development

discovery fields that had launched the use of informat-

by utilizing the knowledge obtained via informatics.

ics earlier. The Materials Genome Initiative (MGI) was

In the present paper, section 2 describes the trends

started in 2011 in the United States. This triggered the

of MI technology development, section 3 reports on an

general rise in an interest in informatics. The MGI has
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the objective of developing materials more efficiently
by advancing research under the initiative of data anal-

(a)

Deposition
source B

Deposition
source A

(b)

ysis that uses artificial intelligence (AI). Consequently
it is currently advancing the preparation of a materials
database and building an open platform equipped with

Deposited film

various innovative analysis tools. In Japan also, the

Substrate

development of platforms and key technologies similar

A>B

A=B

B>A

to those of the MGI has been started by various associ-

Fig. 1 (a) Composition-gradient sample preparation method using

ations including the “Materials research by information

the glancing-angle deposition process. (b) Automatic electrical prop-

integration” Initiative (Mi2i) started in 2015 and other

erty measuring system utilizing a semi-automatic probe system.

projects.
3. Development of Spin-Current Thermoelectric Converted
Materials Utilizing MI

evaluation system that acquires data efficiently by using a combinatorial type experimentation technology in
the search for new thermoelectric conversion materials.

NEC is conducting the R&D into a thermoelectric con-

The combinatorial technique performs exhaustive batch

version technology that can mutually convert between

data acquisition from the expected search domains and

the charge and the heat current using a phenomenon

combinations, and has been developed for the fields

called the spin current1). This research belongs to a rel-

of chemical synthesis, thin film synthesis and physical

atively new academic theme2). As NEC’s original efforts

properties evaluations.

aimed at improving efficiency in the search for new

Fig. 1 (a) shows a scheme used by NEC to prepare the

materials, and the ongoing positive trends have both

composition gradient of samples using the oblique-angle

already achieved certain successful results3)4)5). Various

sputter deposition technique. The deposition sources

innovative approaches using MI are therefore currently

are installed obliquely so that a difference in the film

being advanced.

deposition rate can be given between the area close to
the substrate and that far from it. It is according to this

3.1 Data initiative applied to Materials Science developments

difference that a distribution composition is produced
inside the substrate. In each deposition source, three

What is important in the R&D of material science is to

sputtering sources capable of film deposition on various

clarify the causal relationships that exist behind the new

materials including a metal, semiconductor and oxide

physical properties or phenomena. To make this possi-

are installed in mutually opposed positions so that the

ble, a deductive approach that defines the orientation of

multicomponent compound thin film in which the com-

a development base on understanding the factors and

position varies successively over the entire substrate

mechanisms affecting the targeted physical property is

can be fabricated as a single process.

regarded as being the accepted orthodox method.

Fig. 1 (b) is an experimental method to evaluate a ma-

On the other hand, when dealing with a completely

terial’s properties. Hundreds or more of thin film sample

new academic field for which the accumulation of fun-

pieces are fabricated on a single substrate and the phys-

damental knowledge is as yet insufficient, it is required

ical property data of each of them is acquired automati-

to vary the data acquisition conditions such as those for

cally. The evaluation using a probe system measures the

composition of the material. As this procedure increas-

electric and thermoelectric properties. Other evaluated

es the probability that the results will be influenced by

properties include the composition evaluation using

completely unexpected factors, the deductive approach

x-ray analysis, the crystal structure evaluation using

does not function satisfactorily, unless preceded by a

X-ray diffraction and, as required, the optical and mag-

huge number of verification experiments. In such a

netization property evaluations using ellipsometry.

situation, there may be cases in which an inductive ap-

The measured composition and crystal structure data

proach initiative led by data analysis can be more effi-

are referenced to obtain an exhaustive prediction of

cient in advancing the accumulation of meaningful infor-

the physical properties presented by actually fabricated

mation.

samples. For example, band structures obtained by first

Whether or not challenging a topic under the initia-

principles simulation can provide detailed data, including

tive of data analysis is possible is greatly dependent on

predictions of physical properties and information on the

the type and quantity of the collected data. Therefore,

atomic orbitals with the potential of affecting the physi-

NEC decided to build an innovative sample preparation/

cal properties.
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3.2 Materials data analysis utilizing informatics

is the high readability of the analysis results (white box
property). It turns the obtained physical property model

NEC is positively advancing the auto processing of data

into the information on the parameters with high cor-

acquired by experimentation and simulation. Advanced

relations for the analysis target data, in a form that is

informatics technology is here being actively applied.

easy to understand by the persons concerned. It there-

Fig. 2 shows an overall image of the materials development cycle adopted by NEC. Data is acquired by

by allows them to easily evaluate the purpose of the
physical property model.

varying the material compositions and fabrication condi-

Even in a case when the mechanism existing in the

tions of a series of combinatorial experiments and com-

background of a physical property is not understood, the

binatorial physical property calculations. It is then fed to

data correlations derived by the AI can provide extreme-

the data processing AI that employs the technology for

ly useful information sources for various checks; wheth-

auto extraction of feature quantities from the massive

er or not the planned hypothesis is appropriate, we need

amount of spectral data, including the X-ray diffraction

new hypotheses, any errors exist in experiments and

data 3). Automation of data processing utilizing the AI

measurements. As a result, as the types and quantities

tool has a very wide range of application and can accu-

of data are increased, the work for building a physi-

rately and quickly process the work that previously used

cal property mode/mechanism that narrows down the

to need much expertise and time. The acquired data is

property parameters “descriptors” to be referenced for

used as information reflecting the actual features of the

optimizing the target properties, may then be advanced

material from a first principles simulation to ensure ac-

more efficiently.

curacy of the results.

Once the descriptors are defined, new knowledge can

The data to be used in analyzing change trends is then

be accumulated in the next step of the development cy-

selected as the dependent variable y and the physical

cle, which is the narrowing down of new material candi-

property parameters obtained by other experimenta-

dates by means of screening and utilizing physical prop-

tions and simulations is selected as independent vari-

erty simulations5). Alternatively, in some cases, the new

able xi, and it is subjected to a regression analysis, or

material candidates are chosen based on the knowledge

“fitting”. Function f is the physical model expressing the

of the developer and then the next stage of the material

mechanism, and the variables strongly reflected in the

development cycle is performed, which is the verification

regression can be regarded as the parameters that have

of new material candidates by experiment.

high correlations with the analysis target data.
The model building AI that performs the regression

3.3 Search for spin-current thermoelectric materials

analysis employs NEC’s heterogeneous mixture learning technology as the analysis engine. One of the most

One of the biggest issues in the utilization of MI for

significant features of heterogeneous mixture learning

the spin-current thermoelectric materials, has been the

Combinatorial experiment
Feedback to
data acquisition

Combinatorial physical
properties theoretical
calculations
A

New material candidate
B

C

AI

Regression model

For data processing

AI
Screening

Descriptor

Property
parameter to be
enhanced

AI
Physical model building

Fig. 2 Materials development cycle utilizing MI.
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ten called electronic cooling. In addition, it is also put
Performance target 1mW/cm

1m

to practical use as a thermal flow sensor making use of

2

the function that outputs the thermal flow that passes
through the element as a voltage. On the other hand,

CoPt alloy
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er generation in aerospace and defense products, it is
not so readily available in the manufacture of consumer
products. The market scale remains small compared to

0.3μ 0.45μ

Pt/Fe3O4

although it is actively embedded for the purpose of pow-

that of the cooling and sensor applications.

0.04μ

The principal factor causing a delay in expansion in the

2015

2016

2017

2018

Improvement in performance

power generation market is that the value of generated
power is below the expected level in most cases, considering the cost of introduction and the durability of the

Fig. 3 Improvement in the performance of spin-current

technology. To resolve this issue, improvement in the

thermoelectric conversion materials.

overall performance of the device component is obviously necessary. It is also important to continue to search
for applications that can provide high added values.

acquisition of thermoelectric conversion coefficient data.

The development of the spin-current thermoelectric

Previously, data of a few conditions were accumulated

conversion technology was started by aiming at achiev-

per day by depositing the material, fabricating elements

ing a breakthrough in the device cost as a result of no-

and measuring them. This process has recently been

ticing that it is based on new principles, and that it is

changed resulting in the generation of much experimen-

expected to be unquestionably advantageous in the cost

tal data per day due to the batch generation of samples

and durability of the component although the conversion

and the creation of new measurement processes. The

efficiency is not as yet optimized.

speed of materials development has thereby been accel-

One of the exemplary candidates of high added-value
applications is the compact energy harvesting type pow-

erated considerably.
Fig. 3 plots the recent improvement in the perfor-

er source for use in generating power at the scale of the

mance of spin-current thermoelectric conversion materi-

button battery. The Internet of Things (IoT) is going to

als. The target performance of 1 mW/cm² (temperature

be implemented, which optimizes the whole of society

difference 10K) is defined by setting that of the commer-

by applying advanced data analyses to a huge amount

cially available semiconductor thermoelectric conversion

of information collected from an infinite number of in-

modules as the benchmark. The current performance has

formation device components that are randomly located

now reached about 1/30th of the target performance,

worldwide. In the realization of the IoT, it is expected

which is expected to be reached in a year or two6).

that the means of power supply to each individual device will be one of the most critical issues. Innovation of

4. Applications of Spin-Current Thermoelectric Conversion
Technology
The commercially available thermoelectric conversion

thermoelectric conversion technology is expected to be
the key technology in enabling the creation of great value, which evolves the technology to the next stage that
converts the real world into data.

modules made of semiconductor materials such as BiTe
that have been used hitherto are based on the physical
phenomena of conversion between the charge and heat

5. Conclusion

current such as the Seebeck effect and Peltier effect that

The MI targeting unknown new materials, which is a

were discovered in the 1800’s. The basis of the recently

system complicated by various factors, can be regard-

adopted materials and modularization technologies were

ed as an attempt to understand and optimize systems

developed in the 1960’s aiming at use in the radioiso-

under the initiative of data. The results of spin-cur-

tope thermoelectric generator of artificial satellites and

rent thermoelectric conversion materials development

space probes.

achieved using MI up to the present, show clearly the

Recently, however, the thermoelectric conversion

effectiveness both of data-driven and of an informat-

technology is used in high-power electronic devices and

ics-based approach in the field of materials science

compact refrigerator cooling systems as a technology

developments. Although there is a need to resolve the

for cooling that features small size and low noise, of-

issue of how to acquire data sets individually from each
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materials field, an increase in the number of use cases

Authors’ Profiles

can be expected in the future.

ISHIDA Masahiko

The utilization of MI is advancing improvements in the
performance of the spin-current thermoelectric conversion technology. The overall performance, including the
cost and durability that tend to produce issues in the
thermoelectric conversion technology, has already been
improved and its practical use is expected soon. Especially, for applications in power generation that have
been delayed, verification experiments are underway to
open new areas, such as for autonomous power supplies
that can contribute to the coming of the IoT society.
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